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Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

Outline

• Direct User Support (DUS) introduction
– Purpose and organization

• EGEE Use Cases Documentation
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– Format and contents

• New Use Cases 
– Some examples 
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DUS Mandate

• Our purpose is to consolidate and co-ordinate support 
activities centered on specific user requests in EGEE 
concerning generic and application related documentation. 

• The DUS group responsibilities are related to the direct 
support of user requests on a daily basis.
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support of user requests on a daily basis.

• Implementation through the establishment of 
– Separate support unit within the GGUS system
– Focus on documentation development, use cases and 

documentation improvement. 
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Who are we?

• Diverse team with ~15 people from 
– CSIC, UPV (Spain)
– CNRS (France)
– INFN (Italy)
– VUB (Belgium)
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– GRNET and Partners (Greece, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Israel)

• Co-ordinated by Christos Filippidis and Christos 
Markou (NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece)

4
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Documentation Type

• Three types of documentation

– The User Guide provides basic information on how to 
use the grid services
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– Use Cases are mini-tutorials on how to perform 
common tasks

– More detailed information about gLite services can be 
found in the individual service manuals

Splitted provide
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Use Cases documentation

Two main activities:
– Reviewed the entire set of Use Cases (produced by the User 

Information Group during EGEE II): updated, corrected and 
added some new use cases

– Converted the entire documentation to DocBook format

• You can find the new Use Cases documentation here: 
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• You can find the new Use Cases documentation here: 
http://www.italiangrid.org/usecases/Index.html (momentary 
URL)
– the definitive URL probably will be

http://technical.eu-egee.org/index.php?id=363

• You can find all the files we used to obtain the 
documentation (xml, html, pdf, xsl etc.) here: 
svn+ssh://svn.cern.ch/reps/DUS-NA4/trunk/UIG 

in regard to Use Cases Documentation we performed two main actions
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Why Docbook

• DocBook is a semantic markup language for technical 
documentation

• It is multi-mode rendering: can be published in a 
variety of  formats: HTML, XHTML, PDF etc. without 
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variety of  formats: HTML, XHTML, PDF etc. without 
requiring users to make any changes to the source

• Tools for the conversion:
– html2dbk: xhtml à xml
– dblatex: xml à pdf/ps/dvi/rtf
– xsltproc: xml à html

DocBook is a Document Type Definition (DTD) for use with XML (the Extensible Markup Language) and SGML (the Standard Generalized Markup Language).It is particularly well suited to books and papers about computer hardware and software because it is a multi-mode rendering and Searchable documentation databasesTools for transforming DocBook documents into other formats (http://wiki.docbook.org/topic/DocBookPublishingTools):DBLaTeX (home page) transforms DocBook SGML/XML documents into PDF, PostScript, and DVI by translating first to LaTeX. It supports MathML 2.0 markup. From Benoît Guillon (and based originally on Db2LaTex), and very actively maintained. The KDE documentation team is now using it as their DocBook-to-PDF solution. XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a profile (subset) of SGML designed to ease the implementation of the parser compared to a full SGML parser, primarily for use on the WWW. XML currently is more widely used than full SGML. XML has lightweight internationalization based on Unicode
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Documentation outline

• The sequence of the chapters: 
– Chapters from 1 to 10 go through all the basics for setting up 

the user to be ready to use the grid
– Chapters from 11 to 18 are for advanced users and feature 

detailed, in-depth information on more complex concepts and 
operations
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operations
– Chapters from 19 to 21 describe some particular Life Sciences 

community use cases focusing on Data Management

• A visual formatting is used to render this document: 
command, output, technical term, code etc.

If the reader is new to the Grid and its concepts and wants to get started with understanding, writing and running jobs as quickly and efficiently as possible, it is strongly recommended that the chapters are followed in sequence, as they appear on the Table of contents. 
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Chapters reviewed

• Chapter removed: Low Latency (SDJ) Scheduling (not 
used)

• Chapters joined: Simple Job Cycle + Retrieving Job 
History + Job-compatible Resources
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History + Job-compatible Resources

• Chapters modified: not important modifications, but all 
the chapters have been updated. In particular old links, 
new commands, variables and other details

Compared with the old Use Cases SDJ is frozen for a long time. A quick try of the sample jdl returns no CEs so apparently there is no site supporting this solution now. 
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New chapters

• Three new chapters to cover specialized tools 
developed by the Life Science community to 
satisfy specific requirements

– These tools have been developed having in mind specific 
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– These tools have been developed having in mind specific 
requirements from the LS community although they could 
be good examples of interface with gLite middleware for a 
broad range of scientific applications (see next slides)

– The tool developers gave us all the documents that we 
reviewed and adapted focusing on how communities 
exploit Data Management services
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Medical Data Manager

• The Medical Data Manager (MDM) is an interface between 
DICOM (Digital Image and COmmunication in Medicine) 
compliant storage and the gLite middleware

• It aims at:
– providing access to medical data sources for computing without 
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– providing access to medical data sources for computing without 
interfering with clinical practice

– ensuring transparency so that accessing medical data does not 
require any specific user intervention

– ensuring a high data protection level to preserve patients privacy

• EGEE middleware enables the federation of many DICOM 
servers geographically distributed and provides a unified 
view of the data archived

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is the most established standard for medical data management. DICOM covers both a medical image data format and an image communication protocol. This service exploits the DICOM standard for medical image transfers on the clinical side and the Storage Resource Management (SRM) standard for grids. It bridges these two standards by translating on the fly grid file read accesses into DICOM transactions. It benefits from the EGEE middleware capability to manage distributed files, thus enabling the federation of many DICOM servers geographically distributed and it provides a unified view of the data archived. DICOM server is a server which stores medical images in a DICOM format, and uses the DICOM image communication protocol.DPM provides a an SRM (Storage Resource Manager) compliant interface to disk storage hosted on regular workstation(s) (single disk or disk pool). A DPM plug-in has been developed to support a DICOM server back-end. The SRM storage space is used to cache the image files retrieved.AMGA: ARDA Meta Catalog. AMGA is grid-enabled front-end for various relational database back-ends. The MDM uses AMGA to store medical metadata associated to the images manipulated.Hydra: The Hydra service is an encrypted storage solution. It enables encryption of the files that are stored on storage resources. The sensitive information is the encryption key, which is stored in the Hydra Keystore and access controlled.LFC: LCG File Catalog. The LFC provides a unified hierarchical view of files distributed over storage resources. The user-defined virtual path of a file is named Logical File Name (LFN). This path is associated to one (or several in case of replication) physical file location(s).
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MDM Use Case 1

• Recording a DICOM 
image on the grid

• Retrieving a DICOM 
slice

• Retrieving a 3D image

• Recording a DICOM 
image on the grid

• Retrieving a DICOM 
slice

• Retrieving a 3D image DPM server

Image is 
stored in 
DICOM server

Create an entry in 
the DPM server. 
(Special PFN)

1

3

DICOM clients
DICOM server

6

Lcg 
client

2

DICOM 
image

DPM plug-in
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• Retrieving a 3D image

• Removing an image

• How to give 
permissions to 
another user

• Retrieving a 3D image

• Removing an image

• How to give 
permissions to 
another user

DPM server

A  GUID is 
associateto the 
image

GFAL
API

Hydra Server

Stores the metadata of 
the medical image in 
the AMGA server

3

4

Create an 
encryption 
key in the 
Hydra server

5

6

GFAL: Grid File Access LibraryFor an introduction to GRID data access please see Tutorial: Accessing Storage Elements. For help in selecting the best access protocols see The MINOS UK Data Model Currently MINOS doesn't use GFAL. The GFAL library was developed by LCG to allow applications to easily access and store files across the grid. It's the underlying library providing much of the functionality to lcg-utils The currently supported protocols are: file for local access, dcap (dCache access protocol) and rfio (CASTOR access protocol).The corresponding ROOT TFile class is TGFALFile. I have tried to use it but had file ... can not be opened for reading (Invalid argument) problems A DICOM images recording is a multi step process:Step 1 - create an encryption key in the Hydra server. This key will be used to cipher and decipher the DICOM image. No raw DICOM files are sent to the grid network.Step 2 - record the DICOM file in the DICOM server. Step 3 - create an entry in the DPM server. A DPM entry is called physical file name (PFN). The MDM adds special PFNs, because the file is not stored inside the DPM. The PFN refers to the DICOM data that is handled by the DPM-DICOM plug-in.Step 4 - register the DICOM file in the LFC. The filename template is /grid/"vo"/mdm/"STUDY Instance UID"/"SERIES Instance UID"/"SOP Instance UID". The MDM creates the directory for the first image.Step 5 -  stores the metadata of the medical image in the AMGA server. The metadata describes the images details and some patient information.Step 6 - record the 3D image. The DPM-DICOM plug-in retrieves all the 2D slices from the DICOM server and it creates the 3D image.Step 7 - is to register a new entry in the DPM server.Step 8 - registers the 3D image in the LFC catalog. The grid filename is /grid/"vo"/mdm/"STUDY Instance UID"/"SERIES Instance UID"/3D.
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MDM Use Case 2

• Recording a DICOM 
image on the grid

• Retrieving a DICOM 
slice

• Retrieving a 3D image

DPM server1
Get The Guid 

2

6

LCG 
client

DICOM server

Encryption and 
anonymization

Cache in DPM

UI
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• Retrieving a 3D image

• Removing an image

• How to give 
permissions to 
another user

GFAL
API

Hydra Server

Get The Guid 
from 
Metadata 

3

4

5 7
Get SURL 
from GUID

Request file

Get file key
Get file key and   
decrypt file locally

Step 1 - the AMGA Metadata Catalog is used to find the image identifier (GUID). To access the AMGA Metadata Catalog, the user must launch the multi-server AMGA client. This client will allow the user to connect to AMGA servers, which contain medical metadata (it describes the images details and some patient information). The AMGA client allow the user to make SQL-like requests. This section give only one request that retrieved all the image identifiers of a patient. Step 2 - The glite-mdm-get command line is used to retrieve the DICOM slice. Step 3 – The DICOM file is registered in the LFC. Get the SURL from the GUID.Step 4 - Request a file Step 5 – Get file key from Hydra. This key will be used to cipher the DICOM image. No raw DICOM files are sent to the grid network.Step 6 - Step 7 - Get file key from Hydra. This key will be used to cipher the DICOM image locally. 
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Wisdom Data Manager

• Is part of the Wisdom 
Production Enviroment

• Can be used and integrated 
with basically any middleware

• Provides an interface with the 
grid Data Management

– deploy automatically files on multiple BioInformatics 
Platform

BioInformatics 
Platform

WEB SERVICE INTERFACE

WEB SERVICE
CLIENT

(Web page, 
SOAP::Lite)

WORKFLOW
ENGINE

(Taverna, Moteur…)
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– deploy automatically files on multiple 
infrastructures

– replicate them on those infrastructures
– resolve the physical locations for each 

of these infrastructures

• Users have only to specify: 
– a file repository they want to deploy on 

the grid
– how many replicas of the repository
– on which grid infrastructure

WISDOM 
INFORMATION 

SYSTEM

GRID

WISDOM JOB 
MANAGER

WISDOM TASK 
MANAGER

PlatformPlatform

WISDOM DATA MANAGER

Even though WISDOM has been initially an application on large scale drug discovery, it tends now to cover more ground through the WISDOM Production Environment, a generic meta-middleware allowing the automatic management of jobs and data on a multi-Grid-infrastructure, for simple jobs or large-scale deployment alike. Wisdow Production Envoriment= Job manager + Task Manager + Data ManagerThe WISDOM Production Environment has been developed (and that is still in continuous development) to allow automatic and efficient submission of jobs and data management. The goal of the WISDOM environment is to manage all the Grid specific operation for the users. The environment provides a set of services that virtualizes the Grid complexity. The users finally interacts with the system through high-level business specific web services, through which they don't submit jobs, but instead send simulations. The particularity of WISDOM Data Manager is that it does not rely on a specific infrastructure. It can be used and integrated with basically any middleware, or batch queuing system. It can be used to deploy automatically files on multiple infrastructures, and replicate them on those infrastructures and resolve the physical locations for each of these infrastructures. Wisdow Production Envoriment uses most of the EGEE Grid servicesWorkload Management System (query information about resources, job submission and status)Data Management System (storage of required data and results)Computing ResourcesAMGA Metadata Catalogue (data management)The WISDOM Job Manager submit and maintain agents on the gridThe WISDOM Task Manager centralizes tasks and offer a Web-Services interface for services and tasks managementThe WISDOM Data Manager a set of tools and services that provides an abstraction layer to underlying storage: it is the "service" that provides all the mechanisms to automatically deploy data on the Grid, replicate them a given number of time, provide meta-data on those data, resolve filenames into physical locations, etc. �So basically it is supposed to integrate implementation of protocols used by the grids to manage file transfers, and store logical information in the WISDOM Information System. Actually the data manager manage automatic deployment of files on the grid and automatic replication. All the physical endpoints of the replica are registered internally to be resolved (just like LFC), but the handling of replica is more flexible because it can include files located on several grid infrastructures and/or repositories. So data manager will be used for instance, any time a job needs to get a specific file on its grid. The DM will resolve the logical name (or  a specified reference and/or a format type) into a physical url in a protocol that the job can handle. In the near future, the DM will also be able to synchronize files through different infrastructure to make them available anywhere, but this feature is yet to be implemented: so for instance move a file to one grid to another grid, and have it replicated a given number of times automatically. 
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Wisdom  Workflow

Information 
System
(AMGA)

Tool WEB SERVICE

TaskTask ManagerManager

Create and
manage
tasks

Data ManagerData Manager Job ManagerJob Manager

Local Data 
repository

Manage
data
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S
E
R

W
I
S
D
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Storage Element
Computing 
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Get corresponding tool 
package and retrieve  
corresponding data

Get a task 
(software  info 
and parameters) 

1 Get 
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Execute task

Store back
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Remove
task

Store back data

Data
transfer 

2

4
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Step 1 – Generation of the job with or without a given set of tasks: a file repository they want to deploy on the Grid (either in their local account, or on an ftp server) and indicate how many times they want the files to be replicated and on which infrastructures.Step 2/3 – Retrieve task and data informationStep 4 – Execution of the jobStep 5 –  Storage of the output (data and metadata) On Wisdom Information System (AMGA)
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• Grid computing as a solution to 
distribute and integrate large 
bioinformatics databases and to make 
them usable by bioinformatics 
programs

• A customized version of Parrot has 
been used to connect applications to 
the EGEE Data Management system in 
order to support a logical name space

Bioinformatics Data Manager

User Data and 
Parameters

Worker Node
Bioinformatics 
Program

lfn://bio/db/…..
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• Two ways to access to biological 
databases: 

– remote I/O
– file replication on local WN

• For large files the remote I/O mode is 
preferred because:

– no matter about free local space
– too late to check of the free space when the 

job is on the WN

Local?

EGEE grid 
(remote 
environment)

Data I/O

Parrot I/O

Local 
Disk

Storage 
Element

LFC
Get the 
real file

Resolve 
LFN-SFN

Copy
the file

yes

no
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Future work

• Any new use case to be added?

• Improvement of the process and tools used to convert 
the xml to other formats
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• We will provide instructions about the process and 
tools used for convertion of xml files to other formats  
on a web page
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Questions
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